The forecast suggests that the wind and swell might decrease enough for us to get Jason in the water later this evening. Based on this, we planning the following operations:

18:00 elevator launch
Target location: IODP Hole U1362B 47º 45.499’N / 127º 45.733’W

20:00 Jason launch to elevator position

03:30 tomorrow – elevator released
05:00 tomorrow – elevator on surface for recovery
06:00 tomorrow – relaunch of elevator to U1362B

13:30 tomorrow – release 2nd elevator
15:00 tomorrow – recovery of elevator

06:00 Monday – Jason off bottom for 08:00 recovery and start of transit to port

The associated dive and elevator plan is attached, for those interested. Timing of elevator and Jason launch to be determined by EL Tito pending weather conditions.

Thanks,
Beth